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Deloitte Overview
We serve clients with wide-ranging missions in the United States and around the world.
Worldwide

United States

Federal Practice

244,400 practitioners*
$36.8 billion in revenue*

78,500 practitioners*
$17.5 billion in revenue*

7,350 practitioners*
$1.3 billion in revenue*

U.S. Federal Government
• #20 Washington Technology’s Top 100 list, serving:
o All branches of the Armed Forces, the Combatant
Commands, and agencies of the Department of
Defense

o
o
o
o

Majority of Civilian agencies
Majority of national security, intelligence agencies
All major government health care organizations
All 15 U.S Cabinet-level agencies

Private Sector
• Deloitte and DTTL Member Firms are the
largest management consulting provider
globally

• Serving more than 80% of the world’s largest
companies across 20 industries

National Governments
• 19 of the 20 members of the G-20
• The largest departments and ministries in all
of the leading 25 nations

• Serving wide-ranging missions for all major donor
institutions around the world
• 10 of the Top 10 most competitive nations

*As of 2016
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Federal Practice Overview
By leveraging our experience in both the private and public sectors we prepare government
leaders to move forward with confidence no matter how complex the challenge might be.

Top 100

Capabilities Across Diverse Disciplines
• Broadest portfolio of offerings across consulting, audit
and enterprise risk, financial advisory, and tax services
• Independent analyst recognition for our leadership
positions across disciplines that matter to your project

> 70

Military-Friendly
Employer

Former senior
government
executives

Resources to Meet Change
• 7,350 dedicated Federal
professionals
• 78,500 US and 244,400 global
professionals
• US delivery center using CMMI
level-3 certified practices and
strategically located solution
engineers
• Global network of delivery
centers, & forensics/e-discovery
labs

Industry Leading Practices
• Network of industry innovation centers
• #8 on the FedScoop Top 25 Enterprise
IT providers to Government
• Greenhouse environments that blend
analytics, technology, behavioral
methods, and facilitation

4,600+
With security
clearances

30+

Large
contract
vehicles

Deep Federal Insights and Experience
• More than 70 former senior government executives
• 30+ large contract vehicles
• Nationally-recognized Deloitte Public Sector research
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Deloitte’s Capabilities
Our breadth of capability is virtually unmatched – enabling us to address client issues from
many dimensions

Consulting Services
Analytics & Automation
•Mission Analytics
•Secure Supply Chain
•Process Robotics
Human Capital
•Digital DNA
•HR Transformation
•Workforce Analytics
•Organization and Talent
•HR Service Delivery
•Total Rewards
Technology
•DevOps
•Technology Scouting
•Cloud
•Information Management,
Business Intelligence, and
Database Design and
Implementations
•Enterprise Application Services
•Systems Integration and Custom
Application Development
•Application Management Services

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

Risk + Financial Advisory
Services
Cyber Risk
•Cyber Risk Strategy and
Governance
•Security
•Vigilance
•Resilience
•Managed Services
Forensic
•Business Intelligence
•Discovery
•Forensic Investigations
Regulatory & Operational Risk
•Anti-money laundering
•Business Operations
•Enterprise Compliance
•Model Risk Management
•Risk Data Management

We are NOT here to talk
about the below
capabilities:

Tax

Audit & Assurance

Accounting

Deloitte Capabilities
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Deloitte Process Robotics
Deloitte Process Robotics (DPR) is your digital labor force. DPR automates rules-based,
desktop tasks; allowing your human workforce to focus on more challenging, mission-critical
tasks.
Key Characteristics

Bots are programmed to perform repeatable
tasks: programmed to replicate repetitive human
tasks using recorders and easy programming
language

DPR operates effectively in the U/I layer: able to
automate rules-based work without compromising
underlying IT infrastructure

Robotics Process
Automation
(RPA)
Is delivered
through software
that could be
configured to
complete rules
based tasks

DPR replicates human interactions with proven
technology: mimics common tasks such as queries,
cut/paste, merging, button clicks, etc.
DPR can be implemented at the desktop or in the virtual
environment: flexibility to quickly deploy robots directly
onto existing desktops or virtually to save on additional
hardware costs

Member firms and DTTL: Insert appropriate copyright
[To edit, click View > Slide Master > Slide Master]
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Above are some of the key functions that an
organization can automate in their business
processes

Presentation title
[To edit, click View > Slide Master > Slide Master]
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Mission Analytics
Data-driven decisions to achieve winning programmatic and operational outcomes

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Consulting LLP. All rights reserved.
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MissionGraph
Discovering relationships among people, things, and places

Technologies: Informatica, Kafka,

Spark, Datastax, machine learning

Issue
Resolve true entities and
relationships among people,
places, things in an open
architecture

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Consulting LLP. All rights reserved.
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Solution
Industrial strength graph database
and supporting open architecture
tools enabling ingest of 10M records /
hour with nodes, links resolved

Impact
Analysts have already begun
finding non-obvious / unknown
relationships in the initial
deployment phase
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FutureView: Highly-differentiated agent-based simulation
The ultimate “what if” machine for massive scale questions

Exemplar Issues
How might large numbers of
autonomous vehicles affect business
and quality of life?
What vulnerabilities are created by
digitally connected infrastructure
layers?

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Consulting LLP. All rights reserved.
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Solution

Impact
Discover emergent behaviors and effects from
complex interactions among millions of active agents

Leveraging a new tech, SpatialOS by
Improbable, create agent-based models
at massive scale
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MissionBridge: A bridge between mission data and decisions
Analytics and visualization to empower better program/mission/enterprise management

TOOLS: Python, SQL; DATA: Primarily formatted data, multiple sources; VISUALIZATION: Tableau

Issue
Persistent questions on
requirements, collection, and
performance, and gaps.
Needed an ability to bring together
diverse data to support the decision
process for potential programmatic
changes.

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Consulting LLP. All rights reserved.
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Solution
Accessed requirements data, mission
and operations reports, and intelligence
reporting with select financial data.
Consolidated series of interactive views
both computing values and displaying
pertinent information.

Impact
Identified a series of classified issues not previously
known and worked with US Army, NRO, NSA.
Clarified the value of enterprise level analytics for
decisionmakers.
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What readiness Challenges Face the DoD?
The Deloitte Supply Chain practice is well positioned to help our DoD client address
persistent readiness challenges
READINESS =

TRAIN

EQUIP

Policy/Guidance

• Recruit & Retain
• Promote
• Workforce Complexion

• Assigned/Designed
Training Mix
• O&M OPTEMPO
• Infrastructure

• Deliver Force Mix
• Provide Infrastructure
• Establish Product
Support

Generating Forces
Force Employability

• Personnel Tempo
• Performance
Management

• Global Force
Management
• School House
Availability
• Infrastructure
Availability

• Sustainment
Regeneration
• Mobility Support

Operating Force

• Manpower Fill & Fit
• Individual Readiness

• Sustaining Training
• Pre-Deployment
Exercises

• Available Equipment
• Material Condition
• Operation / Maintain

NDS / NMS

Challenges

MAN

Offerings

• Supply Chain Strategy
• Supply Chain Planning
• Logistics and Distribution

Experience

Unit Deployability

• Over 4,000 Supply Chain practitioners
• Extensive DoD experience, including OSD, Navy, Air Force, Army, and Marines
• Ranked #1 in Supply Chain Management by Kennedy

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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• Performance Based Logistics
• Secure Supply Chain
• Sourcing and Procurement

Deloitte understands the
complexity of the DoD
supply chain and has a
wide range of Supply
Chain offerings and
experience to improve
equipment readiness
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DoD Framework: Integrated Product Support (IPS) Elements
Optimizing weapon system sustainment for readiness and cost requires the successful
execution of all IPS elements throughout the operational lifecycle
Improve fidelity of
Total Cost
Ownership
Insight into material
readiness: Not
Mission Capable
Maintenance (NMCM)

Enhance planning &
precision and
reliability of weapon
systems
Product Support
Management

Facilities &
Infrastructure

Supply
Support

Insight into
material
readiness: Not
Mission Capable
Supply (NMCS)

Technical
Data

Support
Equipment

Sustaining
Engineering

Mx Planning
& Management

Design
Interface

Properly position
materiel to improve
responsiveness
Improve
transportation
reliability

Training &
Training Support

Manpower
& Personnel

Balanced and optimized
human capital
management to support
logistics readiness goals

Computer
Resources

PHST*

Right information at the right
time to make the right decisions

*Packing, Handling, Storage & Transportation
Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Product Support Management
DoD sustainment strategies must balance the performance outcomes of reliability, availability,
maintainability, and reduced total ownership costs
Budget
Uncertainty

Continual
Demand

The DoD cannot rebuild and
capitalize readiness without
consistent, sustained funding.
Funding cuts and budget
instability have negatively
affected current and future
readiness

Emerging and continued
demands, combined with a
reduced force structure have
created significant
maintenance challenges, and
have led to readiness shortfalls

+

Need

=

• Understanding of supply chain
risk and its effect on budget,
operations and mission
• Strategies for the redistribution of critical assets to
optimize the mission/readiness
• Aligned strategies that enable
effective strategic planning and
execution

Deloitte’s Supply Chain solutions enable an organization to execute its supply chain and
logistics programs more efficiently and effectively, while developing subject matter expertise
to drive lasting strategies and culture change throughout the organization
Supply Chain Strategy
Deloitte has experience implementing strategies that are focused on highlighting key capabilities,
eliminating redundancies, and mitigating risks that align to organizational goals while minimizing
costs. This long-term sustainable strategy increases flexibility and adaptability, and enables
efficiency while reacting to change
Performance Based Logistics (PBL)
Deloitte has experience establishing and implementing PBL contracts that include sustainment best
practices, leverage commercial industry’s behavior drivers, utilize analytics, and apply a structure
and disciplined approach to sustainment strategy development
Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Maintenance Planning & Management
Aging weapon systems and deferred maintenance have caused increases in cost and
reduced equipment availability
Deferred
Maintenance

Aging Weapon
Systems

Weapon system material
readiness is below acceptable
levels due to deferrals of
scheduled maintenance and
reduction in the amount of
time allowed to complete major
repairs

Depot maintenance on aging
weapon systems become less
predictable as structural fatigue
occurs and parts that were not
expected to need replacement
begin to wear out

+

Need

=

• Determine the capacity to meet
current and future demands
while minimizing excess
capacity
• Effectively utilize fixed assets
and avoidance of unneeded
investments to handle growth
• Ability/flexibility to respond to
inevitable changes in demand

Deloitte’s Supply Chain Planning methodology enables an organization to implement
solutions to improve inventory planning tools and processes resulting in increased inventory
turns, lower cost, better parts availability, and increased warfighter readiness
Supply Chain Planning
Deloitte has experience implementing strategies that are focused on highlighting key capabilities,
eliminating redundancies, and mitigating risks that align to organizational goals while minimizing
costs. This long-term sustainable strategy increases flexibility and adaptability, and enables
efficiency while reacting to change. Deloitte has extensive experience in:
• Capacity planning: Identifying levers for sustainable operations
• Demand planning: Anticipating customer needs for right-time delivery
• Integrated business planning: Building a standard process for collaboration
• Inventory productivity: Moving from control to optimization
• Supply planning: Coordinating assets to optimize delivery
Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Supply Support
Inaccurate demand forecasting and ineffective inventory management have reduced supply
chain efficiencies and lowered equipment readiness
Demand
Forecasting

Inventory
Management

DoD has had struggled with
accurately forecasting demand
for inventory items due to
governance challenges, supply
planning activities, and
unstable/unreliable demand data

DoD’s inventory management
practices and procedures have
been ineffective and inefficient.
DoD has experienced high levels
of inventory that were in excess
of requirements

+

Need

=

• Improve demand forecasting
for inventory items
• Relevant metrics on cost and
planning factors
• Real-time visibility into
inventory, spend, and
acquisition data
• Reduce and control sourcing
costs

Deloitte’s Supply Chain offerings provide a broad range of tools, technologies, and processes
to provide an enterprise-wide, end-to-end perspective for optimizing supply chains
Advanced Analytics and Modeling
Deloitte has experience analyzing large sets of supply, maintenance, and cost data to develop
interactive dashboards and machine learning/computer simulation models that provide a wide range
of capabilities, such as:
• Predictive Maintenance: Understanding when parts will break based upon historical trends
• Acquisition Spend: Aggregated view of how an organization is spending funding and associated
performance metrics for goods/services received
Sourcing and Procurement
Deloitte has experience implementing strategies that are focused on highlighting key capabilities,
eliminating redundancies, and mitigating risks that align to organizational goals while minimizing
costs. This long-term sustainable strategy increases flexibility and adaptability, and enables
efficiency while reacting to change
Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Human Capital
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We provide end-to-end services in every aspect of HR

IMPLEMENTATION

STRATEGY
DESIGN

HR Strategy
& Employee
Experience

Digital HR
&
Innovation

Member firms and DTTL: Insert appropriate copyright
[To edit, click View > Slide Master > Slide Master]
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

OPERATIONS

HR
Operational
Excellence

HR
Technology
Strategy &
Solutions

www.Deloitte.com/us/hr-transformation

Workforce
Strategy &
Insights

Presentation title
[To edit, click View > Slide Master > Slide Master]
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Workforce Strategy & Insights
Your workforce today may not be all you need to solve the problems of tomorrow. With the emergence of the gig
economy, the change in the demographics of the workforce and the ever-evolving business needs, it’s clear that the
workforce of tomorrow will look very different from the workforce of today. To be a true business partner with the
credibility to lead the business, HR can’t just be managing talent. You need to be building the workforce of the future.
Working with Deloitte enables you to gain the insights you need to build and execute a workforce strategy that will help
the business survive today’s disruption.

By the Numbers…

Key Services…

73% of business leaders have

experienced talent short falls leading to
missed business expectations due to talent
shortfalls

• Build a workforce management strategy, structure and
governance to help you determine what the composition and
cost of the future workforce looks like in your organization

More than one in three workers in the
United States are freelancers and that
number is expected to grow to
2020

40%

Solve the problems of tomorrow

by

A typical Fortune 500 company
• Spends $1-2 billion on payroll a
year, accounting for a large portion
(50-60%) of business spend
• Loses $30 million annually due to
payroll leakage, equivalent to 0.5% to
2.5% of total payroll

• Analyze your labor landscape where it matters most–labor
spending, resource utilization, and missed revenue
opportunities–to uncover the root causes of some of their
most stubborn labor challenges using LaborWise
• Develop a contingent workforce strategy to manage one
of the fastest growing talent segments in today’s workplace
• Determine what workforce analytics you need and how to
get them into the hands of your customers as effectively as
possible
• Evaluate your current Payroll strategy and operations to
determine where there are opportunities to optimize

The average savings by resolving payroll
leakage could be $200 to $800 per person
annually based on Deloitte analysis

18
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

Digital HR and Innovation
In today’s rapidly changing environment, innovation is everywhere, including the world of HR. A new HR or talent
product is on the market every few days. Staying on top of the latest technology trends in the HR ecosystem is
essential to ensure you’re providing the tools, solutions, and services today’s workforce demands. Working with Deloitte
enables you to reach into our community of experts to stay ahead in the world of digital HR.

By the Numbers…

Key Services…

Agile digitally-focused methodologies have generated

Driving Digital Transformation

50%

60%

increase in
profitable
new-product
introductions

increase in the
recruitment of
high-priority
talent

45%

75%

decrease in
project cycle
times

increase in
employee
engagement

• Develop your Digital HR strategy with our Innovation Labs
and Digital HR services
• Optimize your HR technology platform with Deloitte’s
proprietary HR-related products – LaborWise and
ConnectMe
• Match your employee experience with your customer
experience with our Salesforce.com for HR product
installations

of work done by individuals can
be automated by adapting
current technologies

Technology-enabled operational
efficiencies are projected to
generate in cumulative savings
Across industries

72%

100%

~$8.5
~$8.5
trillion
trillion

of companies believe digital
HR is an important priority and
will be a major area of
opportunity for HR in 2016

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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HR Technology Strategy

Deploying HR technology is both art and science. The science of HR technology deployment comes from world-class tools and
proven methodologies, but the art can only come from experience. The experience to know which technologies to leverage,
how they integrate with your processes to create the right employee experience and how they can be deployed in your
organization to drive adoption and, most importantly, change. Working with Deloitte allows you to leverage our know-how to
optimize the value of your technology investment and create the capacity you need to focus on leading the business forward.

Key Services…

By the Numbers…
Agile approach has led to a 50%
decrease in time needed to
complete a HCM vendor selection

HR Technology
Roadmap

Agile Vendor
Selection

Leadership and team dedicated to
HR Technology Strategy. 100%
practice grow in 12 months

• Develop short term
and long term HR
technology
blueprint/roadmap.
• Develop case for
change

• Depart from standard
RFP drive process
• Down select early
• Focus on unique
business requirements
• RFx to finalize pricing
and terms

66%

of organizations say that user
experience is driving their
dissatisfaction with their
existing solutions

20%

of organizations say that improving the
integration of their existing solutions is
an urgent priority

40%

of companies have
establishing or refining their
HR application strategy as a
top 5 initiative

~$8.5
trillion

Best of Breed
Implementation and
solution integration

Cloud Readiness
Assessment

• Drive value out of
existing investments by
improving technical and
functional integration
• Focus on data and user
experience
• Implement point
solutions

• Assess readiness to
move to cloud in
several areas including
capabilities, culture, and
governance
• Define preimplementation priorities
20
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Deloitte’s Cloud Offerings
Within Cloud, our “storefront spans the entire lifecycle

Deloitte’s Cloud Offerings
Execute

Plan

Cloud Strategy
& Readiness

SaaS
Implementation

Business Model
Disruption

Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP)

Strategy and
Business Case

Customer Relationship
Management (CRM)

Readiness Assessment
and Preparation

Human Resources
Transformation

Cloud Native
Process and Org*

Other SaaS Domains

Custom
Implementation
Cloud Native
Application
Development
Cloud Native
Application
Architecture

Run

Cloud
Migration

Deloitte
Cloud Solutions

Cloud Enablement &
Managed Services

Package Transition and
Migration Services

Deloitte Managed
Analytics Platform

Managed
Services

Custom Transition and
Migration Services

Deloitte SaaS
Solutions

Custom Enablement
Services

Application
Modernization

BPaaS Services

Custom Platform
Implementation

Integrated Services

Digital DNA

Organizational Change Management

Cyber Security

API Management &
Integration

Cloud Impact to Facilities
& Assets

Business Risk &
Contingency

Operating Model**

Strategic Sourcing &
Vendor Governance

Data Security &
Regulation

Cloud Platform
Engineering

Training & Enablement
NextGen Talent Models
Organizational Rewiring
Marketing, Comms & Engagement
Leadership & Culture

*Including Agile, DevOps

**Including Cloud Financial Management, Autonomics

Within each stage (plan, execute, and run), exists defined offerings and capabilities. Often, clients begin with one or more
of these specific asks. In other words, they come to us knowing they want to implement an SAP packaged solution or that
they need to migrate customer data from an acquired company’s systems to their own, post acquisition. We can do any
single one of these or perform them in combination.

22 | Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Automated
Test
Continuous
Delivery

CD

Test deployment daily
 Automates deployments and
releases
 Runs deployment scripts and
deployment validation tests
 Issues resolved early

DevOps delivers business value
Delivers Mission IT with speed, quality
Joins “dev” and “ops” to max uptime
IT organization will learn new concepts
Adapt leading practices and disciplines

Automates Infrastructure
Provisioning
 Builds complete
infrastructure from source
code repository
 Tight control over all
computing environment
configurations
Foundation for DevOps
 A merge of “dev” and “ops”
best practices
 A capability to strengthen
when starting DevOps

SD
I
CM

MTR

Continuous
Monitoring

AT

Automate functional,
stress testing
 Frequent regression testing
 Resolves defects early
 Metrics to manage
functional quality

DevOps is a culture shift
Driven by a shared vision
More than a technical solution

Configuration
Management

CI

Build, unit test daily
 Automates build, unit test
 Integrates source code with
technical quality
 Metrics to manage technical
quality

Software
Defined
Infrastructure

Continuous
Integration

DevOps Distilled

Process change will be needed
Metrics provide indicators of success
Leaner technology platforms
Investment in automation

Monitor To Take Action
 Adopt “ops” monitoring
disciplines to “dev”
 CI, AT, CD and SDI generate
metrics the can indicate
action

CYBER SECURITY

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Deloitte Systems Engineering Capabilities and Quals
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Tech Scouting Example
Using Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS) for First
Response
Utilizing Deloitte’s Technology
services, DHS was able to
technologies that could
critical capability gaps. Our
with the First Responders
develop a technology scouting
on how responders can use
improve the efficiency and
disaster response efforts.

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Cyber
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A global leader in Cyber Risk Services
Deloitte continues to drive outstanding performance and strengthen our market-leading
position

1

#

in cyber
risk
solutions

The only organization with
the breadth, depth and
insight to help complex
organizations become secure,
vigilant, and resilient.

“The firm’s emphasis on aligning SOC initiatives to what
matters to the business- including legal and regulatory
requirements and education on threat actors – make
Deloitte an elite firm among its peers when it comes to
building a case for investment that resonates with
business-side stakeholders.”

1,600+
cyber risk engagements
in 2016 across all major industries

Gartner ranks Deloitte #1 globally in
Security Consulting, based on
revenue; 4th consecutive year."
Source: Gartner Market Insight: Security Consulting Services,
Taxonomy Update 2.0, Jacqueline Heng, 04, March 2016

Source: ALM Intelligence; Security Operations Center Consulting 2016; ALM
Intelligence estimates © 2016 ALM Media Properties, LLC. Reproduced under license

Collaborating with leading
government agencies and industry
associations on cybersecurity
standards, advanced threat solutions,
and cyber resilience practices

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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21,000
Risk management and security
professionals globally through the
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
(DTTL) network of member firms

1,300+

Certified Information
Systems Security Specialists
(CISSPs) globally

Presentation title
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Our comprehensive suite of Cyber Risk Services

CYBER STRATEGY
& GOVERNANCE

 Cyber Risk Strategy
 Cyber Architecture
 Third Party Cyber Risk
Management

 Cyber Governance, Risk and
Compliance
 Privacy

SECURE

VIGILANT

 Identity & access
management

 Threat Intelligence

 Cyber wargaming

 Enterprise application
integrity

 Vulnerability management

 Cyber incident response

 Application security
monitoring

 Technology resilience

 Application security
 Data protection
 Network & infrastructure
security

 Security operations center

RESILIENT

A full suite of cyber risk
services that help define
program strategy aligned to
business risk priorities,
and deliver the
Secure.Vigilant.Resilient.TM
approach—from advisory
services to implementation
and managed services.

 Project Citadel

 Red Teaming

MANAGE

 Cyber Reconnaissance and
Analytics

IMPLEMENT
ADVISE

Copyright © 2017 Deloitte & Touche LLC. All rights reserved.
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Smart Cities / Bases / Borders
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Deloitte’s 360ᵒ Smart City Framework: From Vision to Reality
New ideas and new technologies can be brought to bear in concrete ways that enhance the
lives of citizens and create a brighter future.

Quality of Life: A positive
quality of life involves
enhancing every aspect
of the daily existence of
citizens. Smart cities
are ultimately great
places to live.

London

Buenos Aires Amsterdam

Economic
Competitiveness: Cities
have long been
important centers of
trade and commerce,
leveraging the
proximity of so many
diverse citizens to help
drive an innovative
economy.

Sustainability: A smart
city ensures that
economic growth and
quality of life are
promoted not just in
the short term, but for
future generations as
well..

Deloitte US
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Smart Base
A smart base uses new techniques and technologies to improve every aspect of an
installations operations. The four domains of a smart base are…

Mobility & Logistics
From base transportation to the supply
chain, a smart base refashions the way
we move people and things

Smart security

Smart response

Engineering & Facilities
19

A smart base modernizes the
management of energy, water,
environment, buildings, and the range
of services military installations
provide
Security & Intelligence
With a network of deployed sensors,
base security is proactive, responsive,
and agile to facilitate mission
accomplishment.

Smart living

Smart facilities

Smart energy

Health & Wellness
New technologies can greatly improve
the living and working experiences on
military installations

Deloitte US
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Smart Borders
The cross border connected cities concept involves 4 key components

1

Creation of a
Transformation Zone

2

Strategic Bundling of
Programs and
Initiatives

3

Development of a
Governance Structure

What It Means:

What It Means:

What It Means:

The Transformation Zone extends across the border,
encompassing border city pair region and the
hinterlands along a larger development corridor.

The strategic bundling of programs and initiatives as
part of the Cross Border Connected Cities Concept
seeks to improve performance of initiatives
undertaken with little or no cross border coordination.

A Transformation Task Force composed of
private and public sector leaders champions the
effort and coordinates stakeholder actions on
both sides of the border. It has political backing, a
defined charter, public and private stakeholder
representation, and financial support. It oversees
implementation of the action plan for each
program/initiative and monitors progress against
key performance indicators (KPIs). It ensures
implementation plan and uses technology (virtual
of the technology master meeting rooms, Cloudbased systems) in fulfilling its mandate.

The Zone includes three integrated areas: Border
Optimization Area, City Planning Area, Regional
Planning Area (visualized and described on the next
slide).
The Zone applies a SMART City Concept,
incorporating a backbone of cross border technology
infrastructure, and a set of bundled programs and
initiatives, as well as a dedicated governance
structure.

Following research on high-potential initiatives and
ranking of those initiatives by participants in the case
of US-Mexico (2014/2015), five initiatives were
selected as part of the Cross Border Connected
Cities Concept:
• Expanded Pre-Border Goods Clearance Programs
• Expanded Pre-Border Personnel Clearance
Programs
• Integrated Trade Database
• Integrated City/Spatial Planning
• Binational Governance

Why It Matters:

Why It Matters:

Why It Matters:

The Transformation Zone focuses political, human,
technological, and financial resources on a cross
border area. Complementary strategic and physical
planning by city mayors, city councils, citizens,
associations, private industry, and other levels of
government (federal, state) aligned around a shared
vision and objectives focused on enhanced regional
competitiveness enables achievement of the “Border
Dividend.”

Through bundling and expanding existing successful
or new pilot programs and initiatives, efficiencies can
be achieved through cross border coordination and
economies of scale. Bundling initiatives supported by
both the public and private sectors is more likely to
achieve buy-in and results.

The Cross Border Connected Cities Concept
requires a dedicated champion to align
stakeholder interests and ensure accountability
against action plans.

4

Technology as a Cross-Cutting Enabler for Improvements in all Components of
Border Transformation

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Proven smart cities frameworks can be applied to the Cross Border Connected Cities
Concept by creating a “Transformation Zone” with 3 distinct areas
Transformation Zone –

Border Optimization Area

“Enhanced Well-Being, Mobility and Security”
Ubiquitous broadband
connectivity; IP-based,
secure connectivity …

•
•
•
•
•
•

Country X

ICT
Command and Control Centers
Video Surveillance / Analytics
RFID and Asset Tracking
Traffic Control
SMART Kiosks / BioMetrics

e-clearance
Stations for
Commercial
Vehicles

24/7 Border Staffing; Command and Control & Operations Centers
Expanded Trusted Traveler and Pre-Inspection Programs
Integrated Trade Database
Consolidated Goods Clearance Program
“Opt-In” Solutions / Mobile Aps
Includes e-Clearance stations for commercial vehicles, RFID tags
and asset tracking, SMART kiosks, and bio-metrics to facilitate the
movement and security of people and goods
City Planning Area

• Complementary strategic planning for economic development
opportunities, business investment, and workforce training
• Complementary urban planning, including for industry, residential,
social service, and municipal requirements
• Includes local cooperation structures, intelligent management,
command and control and operations systems (such as traffic
control), desktop collaboration, telepresence, WebEx, virtual
meetings, and integrated GIS systems

24/7

Regional Planning Area

Border Optimization Area

Country Y

City Planning Area
Regional Planning Area
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• Larger-area planning that includes transit-oriented development
around supply chains and adjacent communities
• Larger-area planning including technology solutions to enable
mobility, while enhancing security through data analytics
• Includes technology-enabled supply chains of custody, RFID for
tracking and fleet monitoring, and Wi-Fi
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Unique Innovation Resources
We’ve invested in tools to find new ways to innovate, scale, and enhance mission delivery, to
turn your strategic visions into innovative, practical solutions with real impact
The Greenhouse
Experience an immersive
environment that combines
analytics, technology, behavioral
methods, and expert facilitation
to help you explore new
scenarios, reveal insights, and
co-create solutions in our labs.

US Delivery Centers
Scale and delivery quickly
on the most complex
projects and drive projects
to higher levels of
business value and
efficiency, by enhancing
quality while reducing
project timelines and
costs.

Insights Studio
Experience a new way to apply
science, technology, and
application of business
analytics. Examine the latest
analytics technologies and
approaches, using your own
data, all in one place.
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Deloitte Digital
Deloitte Digital is creating a new
model for a new age—we’re a
digital consulting agency. That
means we bring together all the
creative and technology
capabilities, business acumen,
and industry insight needed to
help transform our clients’
businesses. With our
end-to-end capabilities, clients
can bring us their biggest
challenges, knowing we’ve got
what it takes to bring a new
business vision to life with
digital.

Electronic Discovery
Solution Center
Leverage a global network of
security and forensics labs to
help collect, process, and
analyze data and help detect
fraud and waste; track cyber
attacks to their sources; and
prevent future attacks.
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Working with Deloitte
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How to do business with Deloitte
Our Federal Small Business Program is designed to build long-term relationships with
validated small businesses that offer value-added services or products

In addition to leveraging
the Federal Small
Business Program, feel
free to reach out to the
local San Diego team to
discuss potential teaming
opportunities!

Visit: https://vendorportal.federal.deloitte.com/SmallBusiness.aspx
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